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 (The second edition, the fifth chapter, ‗The Principal Teaching and Divine 

Work‘ of the book ‘The Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The 

Mother and Sri Aurobindo on occasion of His 147
th

 birth Anniversary, 

15.08.2019.) 

 

 
  

Publisher‟s Note:  
 

After the arrival of The Mother and Sri Aurobindo, the Supramental energy 

is active in earth‘s atmosphere very close to the material world and this inner aid 

with constant miracle will replace the outer aid of Religion in generalising 

Spirituality in humanity and this personal contact with Supramental Consciousness 

will be initiated from individual prepared Soul Centres. So all can open 

themselves towards the Supramental Love and Oneness and receive its brief touch 

with miraculous result but the flow of this invisible Sunlight can be stabilised in 

the well built subtle and causal body of the prepared individual vessel or after one 

is thoroughly established in the intermediate Psychic and Spiritual plane after 

prolonged Sadhana. Intervention of this Force changes circumstances, brings very 

wide spread results and sooner or later the world will come under its direct 

influence. Thus the world appears to him with a different meaning, not a senseless 
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and meaningless whirl in space but a material plastic to Spiritual Law and Divine 

Force can penetrate uninterruptedly into the material world through its conscious 

human vessel. An Avatara’s mission is fulfilled when the humanity arrives at a 

Consciousness in which He is fully established. 

 

This book acknowledges The Synthesis of Yoga as principal Shastra of Sri 

Aurobindo’s Teachings known as integral Yoga and leans on this unfolding of 

endless perfection and changeable Spiritual law for all necessary help to support 

The Mother’s manifestation. It insists liberated Souls to serve humanity by 

becoming impersonal ‗Divine Centre‘
66

 of the world. Each member/inmate of the 

ideal Divine Centre is linked inwardly only with the Divine and outwardly only 

with its Soul Centre. It may be noted that the former and the latter condition are 

complementary to each other and without realising former condition it is difficult 

to realise the latter.  Or the collectivity, the multiple liberating Souls, the spoke, 

the radiating bar is rightly and strongly connected to the wheel, the Divine Centre 

and its nave, the Central representative, the individual liberated Soul centre
67

 

consciously governed by the Infinite, whose Spiritual evolution in an unchanged 

environmental existence is intensified to experience the double movement of 

Divine union and transformation of nature. The circle without circumference or 

the wheel with limitless circumference is identified as the all-inclusive Divine who 

is having strong subtle link with the wheel, the nave and the spoke. An ideal and 

strong Divine centre is practicable if the collectivity, the Soul centre and the 

Divine are linked with each other from past births and the present birth is a 

continuation of the unfinished Mission and half done work. 

   

   

OM TAT SAT 

 

The Principal Teaching and 

 Divine Work 
 

―But then, once you are here on this earth and you have to go to the end, 

even if the end is nothingness, you go to the end and it is just as well to do so as 

best you can, that is to say, to your fullest satisfaction… I happened to have some 

philosophical curiosity and to study all kinds of problems, and I came upon Sri 

Aurobindo’s teaching, and what he taught‖ (I would say ―revealed,‖ but not to a 

materialist) ―is by far, among the systems men have formulated, the most 

satisfying FOR ME, the most complete, and what answers most satisfactorily all 

questions that can be asked; it is the one that helps me the most in life to have the 

feeling that ‗life is worth living.‘ Consequently, I try to conform entirely to his 

teaching and to live it integrally in order to live as best I can—for me. I don‘t 
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mind at all if others don‘t believe in it—whether they believe in it or not is all the 

same to me; I don‘t need the support of others‘ conviction, it‘s enough if I am 

myself satisfied.‖
51 

The Mother 

 

The Synthesis of Yoga is identified as the principal Shastra of integral 

Yoga, destined to bring Spiritual revolution on earth through movement of 

universal Consciousness of a few awakened Souls. This book is the secret 

knowledge of the Yoga of Self-Perfection pursued by Sri Aurobindo from the 

beginning of His Sadhana life at Pondicherry, which is activated after one is 

established sufficiently in the Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga. Or Yoga of Self-

perfection gives the message to a seeker of Truth that before beginning this Yoga 

one must transcend the most of the perfections hinted and developed in traditional 

schools of Yoga. After Sri Aurobindo’s departure the Mother continued this Yoga 

of Self-Perfection for another twenty three years. The most difficult part of the 

Mother’s Yoga is identified as the transformation of Subconscient and Inconscient 

sheath, which are left by Them as unfinished part of Their Supramental Yoga. The 

main contents and the highest truth hinted in The Synthesis of Yoga are further 

developed by its other three complementary Shastras that of The Life Divine, The 

Mother and Savitri. These books, whose knowledge has descended from 

impersonalised universal plane, have the capacity to drag existing human 

consciousness hundred or thousand years ahead. Through large scale entry into 

these Shastras, one can spiritualise the intellect and experience Their powerful 

Divine Presence or brief Supramental touch which can be stabilised by prolonged 

Sadhana. 

 

The defect born from the study of the complementary Shastra is that if it is 

referred without the assistance of the principal Shastra, then one may firstly, 

misunderstand and limit the vast Spiritual opulence revealed through them; 

secondly, one may give exclusive importance to either of the Divine‘s Personal, 

Impersonal, Universal and Transcendent attributes and by failing to reconcile 

equally all these four attributes of dual Incarnation may lead towards misuse of the 

Spiritual capacity and diminish Spirituality into religious activity. 

 

The supremacy of the principal Shastra is that firstly, the understanding of 

its comprehensive knowledge can be attained primarily either by activating the 

Psychic Being in the heart and Spiritual Being above the head or by entry into the 

root and exclusive knowledge of the Vedas, the Upanishadas, the Gita, the 

Sankhya and the Tantra; secondly, the vast Spiritual opulence concealed in this 

book can be rightly accumulated by choosing Them (or Divine) as one and only 

aim of life and by giving Them service entirely in this life and all life. One can 

begin this Yoga by becoming a separate worker or by giving part time service to 

the Divine but the disadvantage of this long separative identity cannot prevent one 
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from utilising Their Teachings ‗as a principal and separate profiteer in the 

world commerce.‘
44

 So those who serve Them entirely without any motive and 

this Soul‘s slavehood and childhood authorise them to enjoy rightly the vast 

opulence of Their great Teachings and become Instrument and Emanation of Their 

mighty world action. Their Teachings contain vast Intellectual and Spiritual 

opulence and to develop both the faculties equally in mental tranquillity and 

perfect silence is the right approach and fitness towards pursuing integral Yoga 

and to enter one faculty to the exclusion of other as abstract is an exclusive pursuit 

and misuse of equal opportunity, the Mother Nature entrusts in integrating and 

fulfilling her existence.  

 

Of all Sri Aurobindo’s writings, The Mother gave maximum importance to 

‘The Synthesis of Yoga’, which has enough potentiality to change individual and 

collective destiny; She even went two steps ahead by translating this entire book 

into French and the whole of the Mother’s Agenda is identified as restatement
49

 of 

The Synthesis of Yoga and continuation of sadhana of Yoga of Self-perfection. 

The Mother had accepted, enriched and integrated it but nowhere She had 

amended His principal Teachings. So our task is to rightly align The Mother’s 

Spiritual revelation and fit the seemingly opposite and mutually varied descended 

truths in a series of ascending and descending planes of Consciousness to perfectly 

complement Sri Aurobindo’s revelation. Or any of the Mother’s statement and 

formulation of Ashram law can be rightly grasped if it is linked with the Principal 

Shastra. Those who wrongly understand Their Teaching, it creates an atmosphere 

of pettiness, narrowness, disharmony, doubt and division of Consciousness in the 

collective life. If they rightly understand Their Teachings then it creates an 

atmosphere of faith, sincerity, harmony, love, gratitude, oneness and suppleness in 

the collective life.  

 

The Message of The Synthesis of Yoga: 

―So now I do not mind finishing (the translating into French language) The 

Synthesis of Yoga. I was little bothered because I have no other books by Sri 

Aurobindo to translate that can help me in sadhana: There was only The Synthesis 

(of Yoga).‖
 31

 

The Mother 

―Personally, of all those I have read, it is the book (The Synthesis of Yoga) 

that has helped me the most. It comes from a very high and very universal 

inspiration, in the sense that it will remain new for a long time to come.‖
 32

 

The Mother 

 

The Synthesis of Yoga book declares firmly that all discord of life can be 

resolved, primarily by union and activation of the static and dynamic aspect of the 

Divine and secondarily this ‗possession of Divine only‘
2
 can spread beyond the 

individual Soul Centre to constitute the Divine collectivity. So our principal 
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objective in Yoga is the intensification of Self-concentration through Divine union 

whose outcome is Self-expansion through objective and subjective Divine work. 

Again the impersonal Divine union in Spiritual plane is more ‗direct liberating 

force,‘
18

 than the personal Divine union in Psychic plane and the former has to 

enlarge itself into highest intensities before the perfection of the latter. Or the 

Psychic transformation has to call down Spiritual energy for its completion and 

similarly the Spiritual transformation has to call down Supramental energy in 

order complete its change.
47 

So ‗the pure Psychic (results) are only accessories of 

the Spiritual‘
35

 and Supramental action. The Psychic inward movement ‗must be 

completed by an opening upward to a supreme spiritual status.‘
48

 The Psychic 

being fulfils life and work with ‗seven-fold personal Love‘
20

 and Spiritual being 

with ‗four-fold impersonal Love‘ and both the conditions are reconciled in the 

Supramental plane.    

 

The Central truth of this Yoga is indispensable Purusha Yajna, Vedantic 

sacrifice by becoming one with our Being through pacification of lower mind 

supported, subordinated and complemented by more powerful Prakriti Yajna, 

Vedic Sacrifice by becoming one with our Nature through activation of a hierarchy 

higher Consciousness of mind; where former is meant for developing Souls and 

the combination of the former and latter is meant for developed Souls. A mere 

intellectual seeking to offer our life to the Divine is not sufficient, but this 

consecration must be seized by the heart as one and only thing desirable and by 

will as one and only thing to be possessed. These partial, egoistic, effective 

intermediate means, subsidiary helpful mental surrender and exclusive 

concentration are temporary necessity and must be superseded by total 

spontaneous self-giving of multiple Selves and development of all-inclusive Self-

concentration.
3
 A developed Soul offers his Soul and Nature wholly to the 

transcendent Divine enjoys the all-inclusive Divine Presence everywhere. His very 

aspiration, inspiration, respiration and beating of heart become conscious rhythm 

of universal sacrifice. His ‗great and complete and powerful sacrifice‘
25

 through 

adoration of Divine as Creator, Monotheism,
26

 adoration of Divine in the 

multitude of His creation, Polytheism,
26

 adoration of Divine as Creatrix Mother, 

Occultism and adoration of creation by the Creator
34

 and Creatrix Mother gets 

equal importance and reverence; where the former is marked as Purusha Yajna 

and the latter three are Prakriti Yajna.  

 

 The Gita, a book of Purusha Yajna, has categorised Jnana greater than
4
 

Karma and Karma Yoga is greater than
4
 Jnana Yoga. Bhakti is identified as the 

highest element
5
 of all Yoga. It further hints that the method of Jnana Yoga is far 

more difficult
40

 than Karma and Bhakti Yoga. This view has been further 

developed in integral Yoga which begins, continues and culminates with Karma 

Yoga and at no stage of Sadhana one can relinquish work. It further proposes that 

Jnana and Bhakti must be willing subordinate and ‗automatic servant‘
6
 of Karma 
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Yoga born out of Divine Will or else a Sadhaka will ‗get encrusted in Spiritual 

seclusion‘
16

 and accustoms to purely subjective activity and faces immense 

difficulty in transforming outer life and the objective world. An integral Karma 

Yogi is a King, Leader of humanity, Driver of the Spiritual movement, Captain of 

the world-march, warrior of world-conquest, Commander of disciplined Sadhakas, 

accomplishes result and fame of Divine action, reconciles Spirit with Matter and 

enjoys inner and outer kingdom; an integral Jnana Yogi is a Pioneer, Scout, 

Destroyer of fear, doubt and impatience, a Path Finder tracing more and more 

riches of infinite wisdom and illumined liberated Guide and through him Spiritual 

expedition takes a leap towards future and an integral Bhakti Yogi experiences the 

absolute depth of harmony, richness and fullness of life, canalises the nectar of 

Love, Beauty and Delight which are the last word of Being, secret of secrets and is 

the key to the most profound recesses of Divine Mystery, brings perfection in 

Knowledge and Works fulfilling the Divine‘s many fold creation.      

 

Integral Karma Yoga and Supermind:   

   ―But the way of works is precisely the one which keeps you in physical life 

and makes you find your liberation in it; and perhaps this is the most effective way 

of all but also the most difficult…What we want is the transformation of the 

physical consciousness, not its rejection…And so, in this case, what Sri Aurobindo 

has recommended as the most direct and most total way is surrender to the Divine 

-a surrender made more and more integral, progressively, comprising the physical 

consciousness and physical activities. And if one succeeds in this, then the 

physical, instead of being an obstacle, becomes a help.‖
54 

The Mother 
―But for the least of these things (Supramental action of power) to be 

possible, there must first be a basis of perfect balance, the balance given by (1) a 

total absence of egoism, (2) a perfect surrender to the Supreme, (3) the true purity: 

identification with the Supreme. Without this basis of perfect balance, the 

supramental power is dangerous, and one must on no account seek it or want to 

pull it down, for even in an infinitesimal quantity it is so powerful and so 

formidable that it can unbalance the entire system.‖
 53

 

The Mother 
Shastra, the written truth, Guru, the extraneous support of Spiritual 

Influence,
42

 Prachesta, personal effort and Kala, Time are identified as four 

dispensable aids of integral (Karma) Yoga and can be treated as indispensable
38

 

for the developing Souls and beginners of Yoga. They have no capacity to 

transform man but he who wants to change through pursuance Yoga; in him they 

can extend their abundant help. With the advance of Yoga these four temporary 

aids must be uplifted out of their limitations and carried more swiftly to their 

absolute state (1) of indispensable ‗eternal Veda secret in the heart‘
7
 of every man; 

(2) of indispensable inner Guru in the Psychic plane who is further expanded as 

Jagad Guru in Spiritual plane and Param Guru in Supramental plane; (3) the 
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dispensable personal effort and endeavour of mind, heart and body for increase of 

self-concentration of the whole being known as utsaha, vyakulata and tapasya 

respectively are raised to natural, powerful and spontaneous flowering of the Soul 

force known as indispensable Atma Shakti and Adhyatma Shakti; (4) the 

dispensable Time is experienced by mind in ignorance is utilised as bank to 

accumulate Spiritual wealth and calls down the indispensable Timeless state which 

can wait all infinity to complete the task of integral Yoga.  

 

This integral Yoga begins with the persistent triple mental rejection of 

attachment, ego and desire known as karma phala tyaga, proceeds ahead with 

triple equality of passive mind known as titiksha, endurance, udasinata, 

indifference, and nati, to bear the cross of suffering with joy and identifies with 

the Divine through triple consecration of the body, tamas, mind, sattwa, and vital, 

rajas and experiences triple Divine union of oneness of Nature, Sadrisya or 

Sadharmya mukti, identity with the Eternal, Sayujya Mukti and luminous 

indwelling of Soul with the Divine, Samipya, Salokya Mukti of Karma, Jnana and 

Bhakti Yoga respectively. After rejecting the fruit of work it further asks to reject 

the attachment to action and sense of being the doer and worker must disappear. 

Divine as the doer, master and source of all action demands
55

 subordination and 

service from man either through the egoistic movement of three gunas or initiated 

from a higher and larger plane of vision and motive, trigunatita state. 

 

The action of three modes of nature, gunas, is identified in the Gita and 

Savitri as subjection to three asuras
8
 and three dwarfs

9
 respectively and these 

modes are conscious of this life and oblivious of all life and bound to the 

perishable law of Death. The Divine Mother‘s rebel children are tamasic, rajasic 

and sattwic in Nature and all their action and thought process of impatience, error, 

defect and evil wait for their Divine hour of transformation. Sattwa is the wisest 

and highest guna of the bound Souls and the three most sattwic activities that 

purifies the vessel are sacrificial action, Yajna, giving, Dana, and askesis, Tapah. 

Through this increase of sattwa, intellect, one can escape into immediate Divine 

state, buddhi paratastu sah
10

 of Psychic and Spiritual ascension and for him 

Supramental ascension is a far remote possibility. Those who go beyond the 

gunas, trigunatita state, static Divine union, no longer control lower instinctive 

nature by mental effort but by strong immobility of the immortal Spirit, no longer 

do action by activating mind but by the intervention of Divine Will in the passive 

mind, no longer think and imagine by intellect but by pouring in of knowledge 

from within or above. In this trigunatita state, inertia and incapacity of tamasic 

action is transformed into Divine calm capable of most stupendous and enormous 

activity and perfect power of Shakti; desire, endeavour and striving passion of 

rajasic action is transformed into self-effecting initiating sheer Will of the Spirit 

capable of an infinite, steady and blissful action; modified mental Light, limited 
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intelligent force and Divine touch of sattwic action is transformed  into self-

existent Light of the Self, overhead Knowledge and infinite Divine embrace.    

 

Integral Karma Yoga does accept the Gita’s doctrine of Karma Yoga in 

amended form, which gives importance to transform all (undivine) work, sarva 

karmani,
11

 of three gunas into Divine action of trigunatita
12

 state through Divine 

union. All active Divine action is the fruit of the passive Divine union. Surface 

action of three gunas is defined as to enter large effort to get little result or it is a 

tiring labour to work out narrow personal will. Work done out of ignorance, 

impatience, inertia and slaves of routine mechanised daily action without sacrifice 

is known as tamasic action; work done out of attachment, desire of enjoying the 

fruit of action, ambition and ego is known as rajasic action; work done out of 

partial consecration, faith, gratitude, sincerity and without attachment to action is 

known as sattwic action. Inner Subliminal Yogic action is pursued through 

creative truth vision and truth hearing, adesh. It is a truth action through 

movement of subliminal Self. Psychic and Spiritual action are the spontaneous 

Soul/Spirit movement to arrive at large result or a tireless labour to work out vast 

Divine Will. In the Psychic plane the ‗smallest and meanest work‘
1
 enlarges with 

the sense of infinite and all works becomes sweet, glad and glorious sacrament. In 

all action a strange divinity is revealed and lifts all dull common activity to 

perfection and joy. So Psychic activity loses all character of abnormality, 

irregularity, discord and acquires its own right order within itself and right relation 

with physical life and Spiritual truth. Each Spiritual action opens the door of 

higher Spiritual destiny and leaves ‗the footprint of God.‘
43

 By the touch of 

overhead Spiritual force all action, thought and feeling turn into a Divine miracle 

and by this overhead intervention all things experience Divine change. Due to 

activation of Spiritual Self, the Divine comes unseen to our darker part and 

curtained by darkness does His transformation work through sorrow, tear, battle, 

toil and through the fierce change of life. Whereas Supramental action is defined 

as largest development in shortest possible time and range of action of 

Supramental man is all earth through activation of universal mind extending over 

many planes of Consciousness. The highest Divine action can take shape 

spontaneously, freely, harmoniously and infallibly from the light and force of 

Spiritual Being in union with the Supramental Being. This integral dynamic 

mighty master action based on the foundation of immobile passive calmness is 

identified as the last state of the integral Yoga of Works and it can change the 

course of world event. 

 

Integral Yoga systematised the consecrated Divine Workers as twice born 

Soul, Dvija, Instrument, Yantra, Emanation, Vibhuti, and Incarnation, Avatara. 

Those seekers of truth, Jijnasu, who through Spiritual askesis get second Soul 

birth after material birth from the mother‘s womb are identified as Dvija. Those 

who act by the pressure of strong Soul force on the surface are identified as 
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conscious Instruments of the Divine. Those who are destined for special inner 

Divine action behind the veil of surface consciousness or heightening of the power 

of becomings are identified as Emanations. They are special power of Godhead 

and yet this revelation is a very partial manifestation of the Infinite. An Avatara is 

a ‗divine birth from above‘ or an Emanation and Instrument of Supreme, destined 

for greater world action of both subjective and objective proportion. His other 

specialities are His perfect awareness of past successive incarnations
62

 right from 

the beginning of the creation and His outward surface Nature is in the process of 

Divinisation. A Yantra and Vibhuti can open themselves for the full descent of 

Avatara Force intermittently while an Avatara also does Divine‘s instrumental and 

emanative action in large scale. An Emanation cannot become
41

 Avatara, but he 

can attain the Avatara Consciousness and can become one and stabilise himself in 

that Purushottama/Supramental Consciousness. These Divine‘s chosen Souls are 

at once as young and plastic as that of a small child, slave of God concealed in all 

humanity, disciple of the transcendent Divine and ‗high-bred maiden‘
13

 (as defined 

in Savitri) to hold Divine Love. They become wide and egoless impersonal 

personality of liberated cosmic Worker, hastener of Evolution, Divine Creator, 

bringer of Light, giver of Bliss, Friend, Helper, Father, Mother, Master, Guide, 

Lover, Beloved and Divine Playmate in the world game
20

 and bear earth‘s burden 

and suffering much more than their individual capacity.  

 

Integral Yoga has drawn clear distinction between ‗child Soul‘ and ‗ripened 

Soul.‘
23

 A child Soul accepts and adores Divine or Avatara or Guru on condition 

that He exists exclusively to satisfy his desires and interests. The least stumbling 

in life will see him condemn, cry out and revolt against the Divine. All his work 

related with profession, social duty, family obligation, religious activity, 

philanthropy, serving the nation and community are not the outcome of Divine 

call. All these lower attractions and attachment to imperfect mental action bound 

to three gunas ‗are still necessary‘
14

 for his self development for brief period and 

will drop with Soul maturity. The Gita issues injunction
21

 to the man of 

Knowledge that he should under no circumstance draw away these developing 

Souls from world action by his example of higher Spiritual life; rather inspires 

them to develop love for all innate works. Even if this inborn work, sahajam 

karma,
37

 of three gunas is defective, dosam, it should not be abandoned by a child 

Soul. Even in midst of action a liberated Soul does not act; for it is the universal 

Nature directed by the Lord of Nature that does all action. So action does not bind 

and limit a liberated Soul, rather all work is directed from a higher Consciousness 

with true knowledge and greater foreseeing vision. The ripened Soul does not 

condemn the Creator but seeks to understand and master the circumstance; does 

not cry out with extreme suffering but accepts to improve, perfect and transform it 

into ecstasy; does not revolt inwardly but labours to obey the dictum of the Divine 

Will; does not feel terrified and worried by the revolving of the great wheels of 

earth‘s doom but knows from above their Divine law and purpose. Even an 
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Avatara’s failure in his Mission of breaking the wheels of earth‘s doom need not 

bring any anxiety rather he will leave this task of successive failures of coming 

Avataras for the last Avatara to accomplish. A ripened Soul‘s life is outside the 

jurisdiction of fallible human tribunals, preferably ‗he lives and acts only in Me,‘ 

mayi nivasisyasi,
28

 mayi vartate,
29

 or he lives, thinks, contemplates and works only 

in the Immanent Divine, only for the Universal Divine and only by the 

Transcendent Divine, atmani atmanam atmana.
30

 He may wear the garb of ascetic 

like later Vedantic Saints, live the full life of householder like ancient Vedic 

Rishis, lead mankind like Buddha, Christ and Shankara, govern kingdoms like 

Janaka and Aswapati, and appear as the manifold ecstatic playmate of our Soul 

like Sri Krishna. 

 

Integral Yoga discourages infant child Souls to fix their action and 

immediate objective in the distant Supramental plane because this causal body, 

karana sharira, is either not developed at all in them or yet only crudely 

developed and veiled behind many intervening gates of ‗false Soul of desire‘ of 

Subliminal sheath. If they will be lured towards Supramental fulfilment then that 

effort will end in disastrous hasty aggrandised egoistic consequence.
15

 So, the first 

elementary step is the annulment of limiting and imprisoning ego-thought, ego-

action and ego-will. Then one must learn the lesson of ascent of the Soul and 

descent of Shakti and shift his consciousness from surface to inner subliminal 

plane and establish himself in Yogic consciousness of true physical, true vital and 

true mental Self. After this difficult exercise of developing the subtle body, 

sukhma sharira, he will be able to trace still more difficult Psychic Being in the 

heart and Spiritual Being above the head and with their influence transform his 

recalcitrant mental, vital and physical sheath. After established in these higher 

planes, he is considered fit to trace the Supramental Consciousness and can be an 

instrument of Avatara’s
52

 large world action on earth. First there will be 

undulation between movement of Spiritual/Psychic Consciousness and 

Supramental Consciousness and it will repeat till the latter Consciousness is 

stabilised. In this highest Consciousness the opposition between the lower and the 

higher existence, the finite and the infinite, Soul and Nature, the One and the 

Many break down entirely. It is that perfect consciousness in which individual 

Purusha is able to perfectly control the action of Prakriti in the trance of Samadhi 

or new capacities are evolved in waking trance and draws down entirely into this 

terrestrial existence the fullness of the Divine Shakti.  

 

Infallible Supramental Action:  

―It is that old habit, the old fear of being lazy. It took me... But Sri 

Aurobindo cured me of that rather quickly. That is how it was before I met him. 

And that is the first thing he did: he gave me a tap on the head, and all activity 

ceased—total silence, all mental constructions and habits swept away... in the 

blink of an eye... 
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He mentions it when he explains mental equality (in The Synthesis of 

Yoga)—that a state is reached where one is unable to initiate any activity; only the 

stimulus of an impulsion from above can move you. So you do nothing, you just 

stay like that, perfectly immobile in your mind (not only physically—especially in 

your mind): you do not initiate anything. 

Before, the mind (subject to three gunas) was always creating, setting 

actions, wills and movements into motion, producing consequences; and it is very 

frightening when that stops –you feel you are becoming an idiot. But it is quite the 

opposite! No more ideas, no more will, no more impulsions, nothing. You act only 

when something makes you act, without knowing why or how. 

 

This ―something‖ does not come from below, of course, it must not come 

from below (means from tamasic, rajasic and sattwic mind). But that condition 

can truly be achieved only when all the work below has been completed (action of 

the lower attraction of Nature must be transcended.).‖
33 

The Mother    

 

In this Yoga the initial step of shifting the consciousness from surface to 

the inner world is not without danger and difficulties. In the subliminal Occult 

plane, a Sadhaka may meet numerous abnormal and supernormal powers and 

personalities which the untrained hasty mind may easily mistake as Spiritual 

revelation, inspiration and wisdom. So the distant Supramental state is attained 

after many Spiritual rise and fall extending over ‗many births‘
39

 and after much 

arduous training of difficult ascent and descent of Consciousness in Psychic and 

Spiritual planes or the Shakti in him ‗does in a brief period the work of many lives 

or ages.‘
46

 ‗But here there is the dilemma that it is impossible to reach the 

supramental heights with the burden of an unregenerated Life Force on our 

shoulders and equally impossible to regenerate radically the Will-in-Life without 

bringing down the infallible light and unconquerable power that belong to the 

spiritual and supramental levels.‘
45

 This all-embracing Supramental Consciousness 

works on our surface nature and by its pressure, ―even our lowest and perversest 

activities are refashioned into the truth of the Vijnana‖
36

 and elevates the surface 

consciousness to waking trance. In this waking trance where Supramental is 

individualised for action and active perfection of material life, a Sadhaka can live 

in his several subtle bodies and can involve in manifold universalised subtle action 

of self-concentration and self-expansion. The two results of Supramental 

transformation of Psychical Consciousness are that (1) elevation of Psychical 

sense to Supramental sense, samjnana, complete realisation and secure possession 

of oneness with mind and Soul of others and (2) universalisation of individual 

consciousness. By the activation of this Consciousness a swift Spiritual evolution 

of the race is practicable and the danger of Inconscient darkness swallowing the 

whole earth can be nullified and we arrive at the verge of ‗grand solution‘
50

 

through activation of Inconscient Self, to resolve all problem of existence. 
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Objective of Supramental action is also to enlighten the Subconscient and 

Inconscient dark impurities either directly through invasion of Supreme force 

from above or from below through activation of Subconscient and Inconscient Self 

concealed within those sheaths. A perfected, entire and constant Supramental 

action is possible only when the substance of lower consciousness is changed, 

filled potently and swallowed up by greater energy. Supermind is finally dissolved 

in the still higher Sachchidananda consciousness where the Soul is carried up into 

absolute freedom, absolute existence and enlarged into self-existent absolute bliss 

of the Infinite. 

 

The Divine Work of the Avatara: 

     

 ―The sorrow of all living things shall come 

  And knock at his (Avatara’s) doors and live within his house;‖ 

Savitri-446 

―These things are very interesting. They must form part of the work I have 

come on earth to do. Because even before encountering Theon, before knowing 

anything, I had experiences at night, certain types of activities looking after 

people who were leaving their bodies-and with a knowledge of the process; I 

didn‟t know what I was doing nor did I seek to know, yet I knew exactly what 

had to be done and I did it. I was around twenty. 
            As soon as I came upon Theon’s teaching (even before meeting him 

personally), and read and understood all kinds of things which I hadn‘t known 

before, I began to work quite systematically. Every night, at the same hour, I was  

working to construct-between the purely terrestrial atmosphere and the 

psychic atmosphere-a path of protection across the vital, so that people 

wouldn‟t have to pass through it (for those who are conscious but without 

knowledge it‟s a very difficult passage-infernal.) I was preparing this path, 

doing this work (it must have been around 1903 or 1904, I don‟t remember 

exactly) for months and months and months. All sorts of extraordinary things 

happened during the time-extraordinary. I could tell long series……… 

 Then, when I went to Tlemcen, I told MadameTheon about it. ‗Yes, ‗she 

told me, „it is part of the work you have come on earth to do. Everyone with 

even a slightly awakened psychic being who can see your Light will go to your 

Light at the moment of dying, no matter where they die, and you will help 

them to pass through,‟ And this work is constant. Constant. It has given me a 

considerable number of experiences concerning what happens to people when they 

leave their bodies. I‘ve had all sorts of experiences, all kinds of examples-it‘s 

really very interesting. 

 Lately it has increased, become more precise. ‖
56 

 The Mother 

 ―Well, what Sri Aurobindo did by leaving his body is somewhat 

equivalent, although far more total and complete and absolute-because he had that 
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experience, he had that, he had it; I saw him, I saw him supramental on his bed, 

sitting on his bed. 

 He has written: I am not doing it individually, for myself, but for the whole 

earth. And it was exactly the same thing for me-but oh, that experience! Nothing 

counted for me anymore: people, the earth-even the earth itself had absolutely no 

importance.‖
57

  

The Mother 

―In the night, I am always given a state of human consciousness to put 

right, one after another—there are millions of them. And there are always all the 

images and events that illustrate that particular state of consciousness. At times, it 

is very hard going: I wake up tired, as after a long period of work.‖
58 

                  

The Mother  

―Sri Aurobindo wrote very clearly: for all those who have faith and open 

themselves in surrender and faith, the work will be done automatically. As long as 

he was here...all the thirty years I spent with him working, NOT ONCE did I have 

to make an effort for a transformation. Simply, whenever there was a difficulty, I 

repeat, My Lord, my Lord, my Lord... I just thought of him—hop! It went away. 

Physical pain: he annulled it.‖
59

 

     The Mother 

The popular
61

 concept of the Avatara circles around the idea, ―Show your 

power, change the world. And to begin with, do as I want; because the first, most 

important thing is to what I want—show your power!‖
60

 Here, another unnoticed 

part of the Subconscient Divine transformation action of the Avatara is partly 

reflected: 

 

“One must accept infirmity, and even accept to look like an imbecile; 

one must accept everything, and there isn‟t one person in fifty million (Sri 

Aurobindo told me I was the only one! (laughing) It may be so!) who has the 

courage to do it. Many people have also gone off elsewhere, into other, or 

more or less subtle worlds. There are millions of ways to escape, you see, but 

only one way to stay, and that is to have courage and endurance, to accept all 

the appearances of infirmity, powerlessness, ignorance-the appearances of the 

very negation of truth. But if one doesn‟t accept that, nothing will ever 

change. As for those who want to go on being great, luminous, strong, 

powerful, and so on, well, let them stay where they are; they can‟t do 

anything for the earth.”
60

 

The Mother 

 

Recapitulation: 

 In The Synthesis of Yoga, Sri Aurobindo has taken sufficient care for 

beginners to pursue integral Yoga without experiencing any Spiritual fall and 

without experiencing impatience. For this He differs in approach from traditional 

Yoga and proposes to open first the Spiritual Centre or Soul in mind
17

 through 
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Vedantic amended method of Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga, then by the descent 

of its Light, Force, Purity, Knowledge and Freedom the lower centres of Soul in 

the heart or Psychic Being, Soul in the vital and Soul in the body will open. If one 

will begin the all-inclusive and all-embracing integral Yoga through traditional 

Tantric, Hathayogic and Rajayogic method then the possibility of Spiritual fall 

cannot be ruled out; so these specialised Yoga except some of their simple 

methods are dispensable for beginners and indispensable for developed Souls. So 

we conclude that the Mother’s Yoga or Savitri’s Yoga, a representative of Vedic or 

Tantric method, is meant for developed Souls who do not suffer the danger of 

Spiritual fall and Vedantic methods proposed by Sri Aurobindo or as pursued by 

King Aswapati are safe indispensable methods for developing Souls and later both 

the methods are to be fully reconciled.  

 

―Annulled was the contact formed with time-born things…‖
63

 Annulment 

all external contacts to unite with the Supreme are the Vedantic approach and good 

for developing Soul seekers. The Tantric way of uniting with the Supreme is ―In 

the world‘s (all) contacts meet his (Divine‘s) single touch‖
64

 or ―All contacts it 

assumes into its trance...‖
65

 This is applicable for rare and chosen developed Soul 

seekers in Supramental plane. 

 

There are four ascending stairs through which integral Yoga is approached. 

If a seeker‘s intellect and Spirit are weak or not developed then he is fit to lead a 

slow evolutionary movement of devotee and Ashramite. He can serve the Divine 

by activating three gunas and preferably by predominance of sattwic quality. If his 

intellect (intellect includes his emotional, aesthetic, ethical, volitional and 

intellectual faculty) is developed and Spirit is weak then he considered fit to 

Spiritualise his intellect and is recognised as elite in the social life. He can be a 

good writer, orator, artists and can begin Yoga with the assistance of intellect. If 

his Spirit is strong and intellect is weak then he is considered fit to pursue 

exclusive traditional Yoga and goes through the experience of Divine union with 

ever growing intensities. If his Psychic being is open and intellect is not properly 

trained then he can exercise large objective Divine action through waking trance. 

If his Spiritual being is open and intellect is not properly trained then he can 

exercise large subjective Divine action through non-waking trance.  If his Spirit 

and intellect are both equally developed then he is considered fit to pursue integral 

Yoga. He can reconcile Spirit with Matter, integrate Soul with Nature by 

dynamising the static Divine union and integrate the various lines of traditional 

Yoga. His fullness and perfection of Being, Consciousness and Life can be best 

realised by movement of ascending and descending Divine Consciousness which 

is a pure Spiritual action. Then with the subordinate support of intellect he 

reconciles and integrates the highest objective of Jnana and Bhakti Yoga by 

becoming a Karma Yogi.       
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Shastras or written truths are generally misunderstood by novice due to 

disturbance in mind and want of Spiritual experience. For him they are mere play 

of words. The wise (intellect in) man can devote most of his life in the sattwic 

exercise of preaching Scripture and may ‗not know the Divine at all‘
22

 and the 

Principal Teaching further hints that without activation of seven-fold Divine 

Love
20

 ‗the mental ideal of brotherhood‘
27

 of collective living becomes ineffective, 

powerless and detrimental. Even, ‗an experienced Sadhaka’
19

 may meet a worst 

stumble and prolonged failure while facing the enormity and arduous difficulty of 

this Yoga. Shastra is extremely beneficial to them those who want to use it to 

confirm the validity of their own Spiritual experience and seek to intensify the 

Divine Presence as they proceed ahead on the path. The other benefit the integral 

Shastra offers is the Spiritualisation of the intellect, emotional mind and volitional 

mind. Obedience to all the outer norms of integral Yoga is temporary standards 

and in Spiritual life they are further strengthened by permanent guidance from 

within and above. Those who use Shastra to formulate some fixed and permanent 

law and consider that as the only truth distort Spirituality into Religion. So a 

Sadhaka’s study and practice of The Synthesis of Yoga will be considered 

complete when he will be able to experience Spiritually all its highest hinted 

truths, reconcile their mutually opposing elements and develop its unfinished 

or half complete work to their full stature. A Sadhaka is weighed by the 

quantum of new knowledge, new light and new love descended to him while 

concentrating, contemplating and meditating on the existing written truth. So 

in order to complete the understanding on The Synthesis Yoga asks similar 

quantum of descent of overhead new knowledge and the combination of both 

existing and new wisdom can alone give the full power of comprehension, full 

satisfaction and necessary fulfilment.  
 

OM TAT SAT 
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     An offering to the self of the great world 
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of life can be resolved, and therefore the raising of men towards the Divine is in 

the end the one effective way of helping mankind. All the other activities and 
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8: ―There are two types of beings created in this world, the Daivic and Asuric; the 

Daivic has been described at length. Hear now from me, O Partha, about the 

Asuric.‖ The Gita-16.06, ―The evil doers attain not to Me, Souls bewildered by the 

Maya of three gunas resort to the nature of being of Asura.‖ The Gita-7.15  

9: ―A dwarf three-bodied trinity was her serf.‖ Savitri-245, ―Overshadowing the 

dwarfish trinity,‖ Savitri-258, ―And makes himself the Dwarf with triple 

stride,‖ Savitri-488, ―The dharma of the sattwic man is the highest in the circle of 

the gunas; but that too is a limited view and a dwarfed standard. Its imperfect 

indications lead to a petty and relative perfection; temporarily satisfying to the 

enlightened personal ego, it is not founded either on the whole truth of the self or 

on the whole truth of Nature.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-544, ―But the 

introvert of this distinction is also has not the inner life; he is not a seer of the true 

self and of inner things, but the small mental man who looks superficially inside 

himself and sees there not his spiritual self but his life-ego, his mind-ego and 

becomes unhealthily preoccupied with the movements of this little pitiful dwarf 

creature.‖ CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1064, 

10: ―Supreme, they say, (beyond their objects) are the senses, supreme over senses 

the mind, supreme over the mind the intelligent will; that which is supreme over 

intelligent will, is He, Akshara Purusha.‖ The Gita-3.42, 

11: ―He should not create a division of their understanding in the ignorant who are 

attached to their works; he should set them to all actions, doing them himself with 

knowledge and in Yoga.‖ The Gita-3.26, ―Giving up all thy works to Me, with 

thy consciousness founded in the Self, free from hope and egoism, fight delivered 

from the fever of thy soul.‖ The Gita-3.30, 

12: ―The action of the three Gunas is the subject matter of the Veda; but do thou, 

O Arjuna, become free from triple Guna, without dualities, ever based in the true 

being, without getting or having, possessed of Self.‖ The Gita-2.45, 

13: ―Or like a high-bred maiden with chaste eyes‖ Savitri-496, 

14: ―It is binding on the developing but not yet perfectly developed individual in 

the shape of social duty, family obligation, communal or national demand, so 
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long as it is not in conflict with his growing sense of the higher Right. But the 

Sadhaka of the Karmayoga will abandon this also to the Lord of works. After he 

has made this surrender, his social impulses and judgments will, like his desires, 

only be used for their exhaustion or, it may be, so far as they are still necessary for 

a time to enable him to identify his lower mental nature with mankind in general 

or with any grouping of mankind in its works and hopes and aspirations. But after 

that brief time is over, they will be withdrawn and a divine government will alone 

abide. He will be identified with the Divine and with others only through the 

divine consciousness and not through the mental nature.‖CWSA/23/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-210-11, 

15: ―Yoga is a rapid and concentrated conscious evolution of the being, but 

however rapid, even though it may effect in a single life what in an unassisted 

Nature might take centuries and millenniums or many hundreds of lives, still all 

evolution must move by stages; even the greatest rapidity and concentration of the 

movement cannot swallow up all the stages or reverse natural process and bring 

the end near to the beginning. A hasty and ignorant mind, a too eager force easily 

forget this necessity; they rush forward to make the supermind an immediate 

aim and expect to pull it down with a pitchfork from its highest heights in the 

Infinite. This is not only an absurd expectation but full of danger. For the vital 

desire may very well bring in an action of dark or vehement vital powers which 

hold out before it a promise of immediate fulfilment of its impossible longing; the 

consequence is likely to be a plunge into many kind of self-deception, a yielding 

to the falsehoods and temptations of the forces of darkness, a hunt for the 

supernormal powers, a turning away from the Divine to the Asuric nature, a fatal 

self-inflation into an unnatural and inhuman and undivine bigness of magnified 

ego. If the being is small, the nature weak and incapable, there is not this large-

scale disaster; but a loss of balance, a mental unhinging and consequent moral 

aberration or a deviation into some kind morbid abnormality of the nature may be 

untoward consequence.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-282, 

16: ―It is possible, indeed, to begin with knowledge or Godward emotion solely or 

with both together and to leave works for the final movement of the Yoga. But 

there is then this disadvantage that we may end to live too exclusively within, 

subtilised in subjective experience, shut off in our isolated inner parts; there we 

may get incrusted in our spiritual seclusion and find it difficult later on to pour 

ourselves triumphantly outwards and apply to life our gains in the higher Nature. 

When we turn to add this external kingdom also to our inner conquests, we shall 

find ourselves too much accustomed to an activity purely subjective and 

ineffective on the material plane. There will be an immense difficulty in 

transforming the outer life and the body. Or we shall find that our action does 

not correspond with the inner light: it still follows the old accustomed mistaken 

paths, still obeys the old normal imperfect influences; the Truth within us 

continues to be separated by a painful gulf from the ignorant mechanism of our 

external nature. This is a frequent experience because in such a process the Light 
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and Power come to be self-contained and unwilling to express themselves in life 

or to use the physical means prescribed for the Earth and her processes. It is as if 

we were living in another, a larger and subtler world and had no divine hold, 

perhaps little hold of any kind, upon the material and terrestrial existence.‖ 

CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-93, 

17: ―In the method of synthesis which we have been following, another clue of 

principle has been pursued which is derived from another view of the possibilities 

of Yoga. This starts from the method of Vedanta to arrive at the aim of the Tantra. 

In the Tantric method Shakti is all-important, becomes the key to the finding of 

spirit; in this synthesis (Integral Yoga) spirit, soul is all-important, becomes the 

secret of the taking up of Shakti. The Tantric method starts from the bottom and 

grades the ladder of ascent upwards to the summit; therefore its initial stress is 

upon the action of the awakened Shakti in the nervous system of the body and its 

centres; the opening of six lotuses is the opening up of ranges of the power of 

Spirit. Our synthesis takes man as spirit in mind much more than a spirit in body 

and assumes in him the capacity to begin on that level, to spiritualise his being by 

the power of the soul in mind opening itself directly to a spiritual force and being 

and to perfect by that higher force so possessed and brought into action the whole 

of his nature. For that reason our initial stress has fallen upon the utilization of the 

powers of soul in mind and the turning of the triple key of knowledge, works and 

love in the locks of the spirit; the Hathayogic methods can be dispensed with, --

though there is no objection to their partial use, -- the Rajayogic will only enter in 

as an informal element. To arrive by the shortest way at the largest 

development of spiritual power and being and divinise by it a liberated nature in 

the whole range of human living is our inspiring motive.‖ CWSA/24/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-612-13, 

18: ―A Yoga of works would seem to require Personality as its mainstay, almost 

its source, but here too the impersonal is found to be the most direct liberating 

force; it is through a wide egoless impersonality that one can become a free 

worker and a divine creator. It is not surprising that the overwhelming power of 

this experience from the impersonal pole of the Duality should have moved the 

sages to declare this to be the one way and an impersonal Superconscience to be 

the sole truth of the Eternal.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-127  

19: ―If one has walked long and steadily in the path, the faith of the heart will 

remain under the fiercest adverse pressure; even if it is concealed or apparently 

overborne, it will take the first opportunity to re-emerge. For something higher 

than either heart or intellect upholds it in spite of the worst stumblings and 

through the most prolonged failure. But even to the experienced sadhaka such 

falterings or overcloudings bring a retardation of his progress and they are 

exceedingly dangerous to the novice. It is therefore necessary from the beginning 

to understand and accept the arduous difficulty of the path and to feel the need of a 

faith which to the intellect may seem blind, but yet is wiser than our reasoning 

intelligence. For this faith is a support from above; it is the brilliant shadow 
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thrown by a secret light that exceeds the intellect and its data; it is the heart of a 

hidden knowledge that is not at the mercy of immediate appearances. Our faith, 

persevering, will be justified in its works and will be lifted and transfigured at last 

into the self-revelation of a divine knowledge. Always we must adhere to the 

injunction of the Gita, ―Yoga must be continually applied with a heart free from 

despondent sinking.‖ Always we must repeat to the doubting intellect the promise 

of the Master, ―I will surely deliver thee from all sin and evil; do not grieve.‖ At 

the end, the flickering of faith will cease; for we shall see his face and feel always 

the Divine Presence.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-245, 

20: ―But behind all these and in them he (a Sadhaka) has felt a Divinity who is all 

these things, a Bringer of Light, a Guide and All-Knower, a Master of Force, a 

Giver of Bliss, Friend, Helper, Father, Mother, Playmate in the world-game, an 

absolute Master of his being, his soul‘s Beloved and Lover. All (the seven-fold 

personal) relations known to human personality are there in the soul‘s contact with 

the Divine; but they rise towards super human levels and compel him towards a 

divine nature.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-129, 

21: ―Those who are bewildered by the modes of three gunas and get attached to 

their action, not knowers of the whole, let not the knower of the whole disturb 

their mental stand point.‖ The Gita-3.29,  

22: ―It is not enough to devote ourselves by reading of Scriptures or by the stress 

of philosophic reasoning to an intellectual understanding of the Divine; for at the 

end of our long mental labour we might know all that has been said of the Eternal, 

possess all that can be thought about the Infinite and yet we might not know him 

(Divine) at all. The intellectual preparation can indeed be the first stage in a 

powerful Yoga, but it is not indispensable: it is not a step which all need or can 

be called upon to take. Yoga would be impossible, except for a very few, if the 

intellectual figure of knowledge arrived at by speculative or meditative Reason 

were indispensable condition or a binding preliminary.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis 

of Yoga-81, 

23: ―All things move towards a divine event; each experience, suffering and want 

no less than joy and satisfaction, is a necessary link in the carrying out of a 

universal movement which it is our business to understand and second. To revolt, 

to condemn, to cry out is the impulse of our unchastened and ignorant instincts. 

Revolt like everything else has its uses in the play and is even necessary, helpful, 

decreed for the divine development in its own time and stage; but the movement of 

an ignorant rebellion belongs to the stage of the soul‟s childhood or to its raw 

adolescence. The ripened soul does not condemn but seeks to understand and 

master, does not cry out but accepts or toils to improve and perfect, does not revolt 

inwardly but labours to obey and fulfil and transfigure. Therefore we shall receive 

all things with an equal soul from the hands of the Master. Failure we shall admit 

as a passage as calmly as success until the hour of the divine victory arrives. Our 

souls and minds and bodies will remain unshaken by acutest sorrow and suffering 

and pain if in the divine dispensation they come to us, unoverpowered by intensest 
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joy and pleasure. Thus supremely balanced we shall continue steadily on our way 

meeting all things with an equal calm until we are ready for a more exalted status 

and can enter into the supreme and universal Ananda.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis 

of Yoga-225, 

24: ―The rules which the intellect of men lays down cannot apply to the liberated 

soul, — by the external criteria and tests which their mental associations and 

prejudgments prescribe, such a one cannot be judged; he is outside the narrow 

jurisdiction of these fallible tribunals. It is immaterial whether he wears the garb of 

the ascetic or lives the full life of the householder; whether he spends his days in 

what men call holy works or in the many-sided activities of the world; whether he 

devotes himself to the direct leading of men to the Light like Buddha, Christ or 

Shankara or governs kingdoms like Janaka or stands before men like Sri Krishna 

as a politician or a leader of armies; what he eats or drinks; what are his habits or 

his pursuits; whether he fails or succeeds; whether his work be one of construction 

or of destruction; whether he supports or restores an old order or labours to replace 

it by a new; whether his associates are those whom men delight to honour or those 

whom their sense of superior righteousness outcastes and reprobates; whether his 

life and deeds are approved by his contemporaries or he is condemned as a 

misleader of men and a fomenter of religious, moral or social heresies.‖ 

CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-271, 

25: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-165, 

26: ―All that is true behind polytheism as well as behind monotheism falls within 

the scope of his (Sadhaka of integral Yoga) seeking; but he passes beyond their 

superficial sense to human mind to grasp their mystic truth in the Divine.‖ 

CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-129, 

27: ―A psychic fire within must be lit into which all is thrown with the Divine 

Name upon it. In that fire all the emotions are compelled to cast off their grosser 

elements and those that are undivine perversions are burned away and the others 

discard their insufficiencies, till a spirit of largest love and a stainless divine 

delight arises out of the flame and smoke and frankincense. It is the (seven-fold) 

divine love which so emerges that, extended in inward feeling to the Divine in 

man and all creatures in an active universal equality, will be more potent for the 

perfectibility of life and a more real instrument than the ineffective mental ideal 

of brotherhood can ever be.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-166, 

28: ―On Me repose all thy mind and lodge all thy understanding in Me; doubt not 

that thou shalt dwell in Me above this mortal existence.‖ The Gita-12.8,  

29: ―The Yogin who has taken his stand upon oneness and loves Me in all beings, 

however and in all ways he lives and acts, lives and acts in Me.‖ The Gita-6.31, 

30: ―By meditation do some see the transcendent Self in the immanent self by the 

universal Self, others see it by Yoga of Sankhyas; others yet by the Yoga of 

Works.‖ The Gita-13.25, 

31: The Mother‘s Agenda-3/348, 

32: The Mother‘s Agenda-13/66, 
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33: The Mother‘s Agenda-3/112, 

34: ―As one too great for him he (Creator) worships her (Creation);  

He (Creator) adores her (Creation) as his regent of desire...‖                                                                          

Savitri-62, similar adoration of creation is observed in one of the Aphorisms of 

Sri Aurobindo, ―When I knew nothing, then I abhorred the criminal, sinful and 

impure, being myself full of crime, sin and impurity; but when I was cleansed 

and my eyes unsealed, then I bowed down in my spirit before the thief and 

murderer and adored the feet of the harlot; for I saw that these souls had 

accepted the terrible burden of evil and drained for all of us the greater portion 

of the churned poison of the world-ocean.‖ SABCL/17/The Hour of God-94-

95,    

35: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-529-530, 

36: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-492, 

37: ―The inborn work, O Kaunteya, though defective, ought not to be abandoned, 

for all initiations of work are clouded by defects as fire by smoke.‖ The Gita-

18.48, 

38: ―A strict obedience to the wise and intuitive leading of a Guide is also normal 

and necessary for all but a few specially gifted seekers.‖ CWSA/22/The Life 

Divine/941, 

39: ―After many births of preparation, a Jnana Yogi with strong foundation of 

Karma and Bhakti Yoga, attains My Purushottama or Supramental state of 

Consciousness. He also realises the intermediate stair that all this existence is 

Divine, the Cosmic Consciousness, Vasudeva sarvamiti. Such great Soul or 

integral Yogi is very rare.‖ The Gita-7.19, 

40: The Gita-5.6/12.5, 

41: ―But still the Vibhuti is not the Avatar; otherwise Arjuna, Vyasa, Ushanas 

would be Avatars as well as Krishna, even if in a less degree of the power of 

Avatarhood. The divine quality is not enough; there must be the inner 

consciousness of the Lord and Self governing the human nature by his divine 

presence. The heightening of the power of the qualities is part of the becoming, 

bhutagrama, (The Gita-8.19, 9.8) an ascent in the ordinary manifestation; in the 

Avatar there is the special manifestation, the divine birth from above, the 

eternal and universal Godhead descended into a form of individual humanity, 

atmanam srijami, (The Gita-4.7) and conscious not only behind the veil but in the 

outward nature.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-161, 

42: ―This will be to him (A Sadhaka of integral Yoga) his exceeding good fortune 

if he can meet one who has realised or is becoming That which he seeks for and 

can by opening to it in this vessel of its manifestation himself realise it. For that is 

the most palpable sign of the growing fulfilment, the promise of the great mystery 

of the progressive Descent into Matter which is the secret sense of the material 

creation and the justification of terrestrial existence.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of 

Yoga-130, 

43: ―Each action left the footprints of a god,‖ Savitri-23, 
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44: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-458, 

45: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-174, 

46: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-183, 

47: CWSA-22/The Life Divine-951, 

48: CWSA-22/The Life Divine-943, 

49: ―How many times, how many times have I seen that he (Sri Aurobindo) had 

written down my experiences... Because for years and years I didn‘t read Sri 

Aurobindo’s books; it was only before coming here that I too had read The Life 

Divine, The Synthesis of Yoga, and another one, too. For instance, Essays on the 

Gita I had never read, Savitri I had never read, I read it very recently (that is to 

say, some ten years ago, in 1954 or 55). The book Sri Aurobindo on Himself and 

on the Mother I had never read, and when I read it, I realised what he wrote to 

people about me—I had no idea, he had never told me anything about it!...You 

see, there are lots of things that I had said while speaking to people—that I had 

said just like that, because they came (gesture from above) and I would say 

them—and I realised he had written them. So, naturally, I appeared to be simply 

repeating what he had written—but I had never read it!‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-

6/237, 

50: Savitri-90,  

51: The Mother‘ Agenda-7
th

 September, 1963, 

52: ―But just as the (1) outer life is of immense importance for the inner 

development, so (2) the external Avatarhood is of no mean importance for this 

great spiritual manifestation. The consummation in (1) the mental and physical 

symbol assists (2) the growth of the inner reality; (3) afterwards the inner reality 

expresses itself with greater power in a more perfect symbolisation of itself 

through the outer life. Between these two, (2) spiritual reality and (1) mental and 

physical expression, acting and returning upon each other constantly the 

manifestation of the Divine in humanity has elected to move always in the cycles 

of (1) its concealment and (2) its revelation.‖ CWSA-19/Essays on the Gita-167, 

53: The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second edition)/9/241, 

54: The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second edition)/8/299-300, 

55: ―Action is demanded of man by the Master of the world who is the master 

of all his works and whose world is a field of action, whether done through the 

ego and in the ignorance or partial light of limited human reason (objectively-

subjective action) or initiated from a higher and more largely seeing plane of 

vision and motive (subjectively-objective action).‖ SABCL/Vol-13/Essays on the 

Gita-P: 436, 

56: The Mother‘s Agenda, 

57: The Mother‘s Agenda, 

58: The Mother‘s Agenda-5/170-71, 

59: The Mother‘s Agenda-4/271, 
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60: Sep-25/1965/The Mother‘s Agenda/Vol-6/P: 259-260, 

61: ―Here in India, with the notion of Guru, of Avatar, you may recognise him, 

admit him, but he is there exclusively to satisfy all demands- not because he has 

put on a human body, but because he is the representative of the supreme Power, 

and you accept the supreme Power, you pretend to obey it, you surrender to it, but 

with, at the back of your mind, “He is there to satisfy my desires.” The quality 

of desires depends on the individual: for some, it is the most petty personal 

desires; for others it is big desires for all humanity, or even for greater realisations, 

but any how it amounts to the same thing. That seems to be the condition of 

surrendering (!) 

 To emerge from that one must emerge from the human consciousness, that 

is, from the active, acting consciousness. 

 It is so strong that if any one dares say that the world  and all creations exist 

for the Divine‘s satisfaction, it immediately raises a violent protest and he is 

accused of ….they say, ―But this Divine is a monster! A monster of egoism,‖ 

without noticing that they are precisely like that.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-9/157, 

62: ―The Blessed Lord said: Many are My lives that are past, and thine also, O 

Arjuna; all of them I know, but thou knowest not, O scourge of the foe.‖ The Gita-

4.5,  

63: Savitri-322, 

64: Savitri-476, 

65: Savitri-356, 

66: ―There must be, (1) first, the effort towards at least an initial and enabling self-

transcendence and contact with the Divine; (2) next, the reception of that which 

transcends, that with which we have gained communion, into ourselves for the 

transformation of our whole conscious being; (3) last, the utilisation of our 

transformed humanity as a divine centre in the world... But in proportion as this 

contact establishes itself, the sadhaka must become conscious that a force other 

than his own, a force transcending his egoistic endeavour and capacity, is at work 

in him and to this Power he learns progressively to submit himself and delivers up 

to it the charge of his Yoga. In the end his own will and force become one with the 

higher Power; he merges them in the divine Will and its transcendent and 

universal Force. He finds it thenceforward presiding over the necessary 

transformation of his mental, vital and physical being with an impartial wisdom 

and provident effectivity of which the eager and interested ego is not capable. It is 

when this identification and this self-merging are complete that the divine centre 

in the world is ready.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-58-59, 

67: ―If the human individual Thou hast chosen as Thy centre of action and Thy 

intermediary meets with few obstacles, few misunderstandings and little hatred, it 

means that Thou has entrusted to him a limited mission without any intensity. It is 

in the narrow circle of already prepared men of goodwill that he will act and not 

upon the chaotic and confused mass of terrestrial substance.‖ The Mother/Prayers 

& Meditations/15
th

 November, 1914, 
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